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Amin Hassani, Student Member, IEEE, Jorge Plata-Chaves, Mohamad Hasan Bahari, Member, IEEE,
Marc Moonen, Fellow, IEEE and Alexander Bertrand, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—We consider a multi-task Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) where some of the nodes aim at applying a multi-channel
Wiener filter to denoise their local sensor signals, while others
aim at implementing a linearly constrained minimum variance
beamformer to extract node-specific desired signals and cancel
interfering signals, and again others aim at estimating the node-
specific direction-of-arrival of a set of desired sources. For this
multi-task WSN, by relying on distributed signal estimation tech-
niques that incorporate a low-rank approximation of the desired
signals correlation matrix, we design a distributed algorithm
under which the nodes cooperate with reduced communication
resources even though they are solving different signal processing
tasks and do not know the tasks of the other nodes. Convergence
and optimality results show that the proposed algorithm lets all
the nodes achieve the network-wide centralized solution of their
node-specific estimation problem. Finally, the algorithm is applied
in a wireless acoustic sensor network scenario with multiple
speech sources to show the effectiveness of the algorithm and
support the theoretical results.
I. INTRODUCTION
AWireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of a collectionof sensor nodes with sensing, processing, and wireless
communication facilities. Often, these nodes are connected
in an ad-hoc fashion and then cooperate to solve a Signal
Processing (SP) task by means of a distributed SP algorithm.
Such distributed algorithms avoid an energy-inefficient data
centralization and allow to distribute the processing load over
the different nodes. Traditionally, the design of distributed al-
gorithms has focused on WSNs where all the nodes contribute
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to the same network-wide SP task and/or their sensor signals
arise from the same data model [2]- [4]. However, resulting
from the heterogeneity of the devices in the emerging Internet-
of-Things (IoT), there is a need for a novel paradigm where
the network is formed by Multiple Devices cooperating in
Multiple Tasks (MDMT) [1], [5], [6]. We will refer to such
multi-task WSNs as MDMT WSNs.
Unlike what is assumed in distributed parameter estimation
algorithms for a single-task WSN (e.g. [7]- [11]), in MDMT
WSNs the nodes may have a Node-Specific Parameter Estima-
tion (NSPE) task, i.e., be interested in estimating different but
inter-related parameters (e.g., [12]). In this setting, the design
of distributed parameter estimation algorithms has relied on
novel node-specific implementations of adaptive filtering tech-
niques to facilitate the cooperation among nodes despite their
different interests. For instance, based on novel extensions of
the Least Mean Squares (LMS) and Recursive Least Squares
(RLS) algorithm there are node-specific incremental [13], [14]
and diffusion [15], [16] algorithms that solve a distributed
parameter estimation problem where the parameters of interest
are partially overlapping between the nodes. Similarly, based
on regularized extensions of the LMS and the Affine Projection
Algorithm (APA), several diffusion-based algorithms have also
been derived to facilitate the cooperation among subsets of
nodes with interests that are numerically similar [17]- [20]. In
[21]- [22], the nodes cooperate with each other to estimate the
node-specific Direction-of-Arrivals (DOAs) of a set of desired
sources, which are node-specific due to the different position
and orientation of the nodes.
Next to node-specific parameter estimation tasks, one can
also consider MDMT WSNs where the nodes have a Node-
Specific Signal Estimation (NSSE) task. Under different beam-
forming criteria and motivated by applications such as, e.g.,
Wireless Acoustic Sensor Networks (WASNs) [23] or body
area networks [24], several distributed spatial filtering algo-
rithms have been designed to solve NSSE problems where
the nodes are interested in estimating desired signals that
share a common latent signal subspace. For instance, based
on the Multi-channel Wiener Filter (MWF), several distributed
algorithms have been devised to let the nodes obtain the
centralized Linear Minimum Mean Square Error (LMMSE)
estimate of their node-specific desired signals by exchanging
linearly compressed versions of their sensor signals. These
distributed algorithms have initially been designed for binaural
hearing aids [25] and, afterwards, have been extended to
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WSNs with a fully-connected topology [26], a tree topol-
ogy [27] and combinations thereof [28]. More recently, for
non-stationary settings with low-SNR conditions, in [29] the
estimation of node-specific desired signals has been performed
by implementing different but coupled MWFs that incorporate
a low-rank approximation based on a Generalized EigenValue
Decomposition (GEVD). In addition to the MWF-based solu-
tions, several distributed node-specific algorithms have been
developed based on the Minimum Variance Distortionless
Response (MVDR) criterion to estimate all the node-specific
desired signals. Under the MVDR criterion, each node min-
imizes the output variance of a multi-channel spatial filter
subject to a set of node-specific linear constraints to obtain
a distortionless response for its desired signals [30]. For a
setting where each device can have different desired signals
as well as different interferers, a distributed node-specific
implementation of a Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance
(LCMV) beamformer has been proposed in [31]. In this case,
generalizing the node-specific MVDR algorithms, the nodes
cooperate with each other to minimize the output variance of
their spatial filter with node-specific linear constraints, letting
each node avoid distortion in its desired signals and cancel
(fully or partially) its interferers.
To the best of our knowledge, all the aforementioned
distributed node-specific estimation algorithms allow the co-
operation among nodes interested in different but coupled
versions of the same SP task (e.g., signal enhancement,
spectrum estimation, DOA estimation etc.,). Furthermore, all
the existing works assume that all nodes apply the same basic
algorithm, e.g., a particular adaptive filter (e.g., LMS, RLS or
APA), beamformer (e.g., MWF, MVDR, LCMV) or subspace-
based DOA estimation method. Nonetheless, in heterogeneous
networks, the nodes may have different interrelated SP tasks.
Furthermore, each node may apply a different basic algorithm
(filter or beamformer) in order to fulfill the particular perfor-
mance requirements of its task. Motivated by these facts, by
way of example, we consider an MDMT WSN where some
of the nodes aim at applying an MWF to denoise their local
sensor signals, while others aim at implementing an LCMV
beamformer to extract node-specific desired signals and cancel
interfering signals, and again others aim at estimating the
node-specific DOAs of a set of desired sources. It is noted
that in this MDMT WSN, the steering vectors are not known,
and hence a GEVD-based MWF [32] and a GEVD-based
LCMV [33] have been applied. Although a separate distributed
algorithm has been proposed for each of these three SP tasks
(MWF [29], LCMV [31], and DOA estimation [21]), we will
show that they are inherently compatible, i.e., nodes from
any of these three algorithms can connect to each other,
resulting in an MDMT WSN where each node indeed solves
a different SP task. Nevertheless, we show that the nodes
can still collaborate with significantly reduced communication
resources, without even being aware of each other’s SP task
(be it MWF-based signal enhancement, LCMV beamforming
or DOA estimation). Remarkably, as shown in the convergence
and optimality proof of the proposed distributed MDMT
algorithm, all the nodes can achieve the centralized solution of
their corresponding node-specific estimation problem as if all
nodes would have access to all sensor signals in the network.
Finally, a validation of the theoretical expressions is provided
via an application in a WASN scenario with multiple speech
sources.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the novel
MDMT problem is mathematically formulated. In Section III,
the different estimation algorithms are explained, correspond-
ing to the node-specific estimation problems. Section IV is
devoted to the derivation of the distributed MDMT algorithm
that solves the MDMT problem of Section II. Section V
then provides the convergence and optimality analysis of the
distributed MDMT algorithm. In Section VI, simulation results
are provided. Finally, Section VII summarizes the paper.
II. OVERVIEW, DATA MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Illustrative example
An example of an MDMT WASN is provided in Figure 1.
Two speech sources as well as two noise sources are present
in this scenario. Four nodes are considered, where each one
is equipped with a microphone array and performs one of the
following tasks:
1) an MWF which applies an LMMSE-based spatial filter
to estimate the mixture of both speech signals as locally
observed at its microphones, while suppressing the noise
contributions.
2) an LCMV beamformer which applies a constrained spatial
filter to extract the signal of one speech source while
canceling out the signal of the other one.
3) a DOA estimation to estimate the DOAs with respect to
both speech sources.
Note that tasks and interests of each node are node-specific, in
the sense that (1) they inherently use different algorithms, (2)
they may be interested in different sources, and (3) they esti-
mate the speech signals as locally observed at the microphones
of the node. In the particular example of Figure 1, node 1 is
an LCMV node and estimates the speech signal of source 1,
while suppressing the speech signal of source 2. Node 4 is also
an LCMV node, however with an interest opposite to node 1,
i.e., it rejects the speech signal of source 1 and estimates the
speech signal of source 2. Node 2 is an MWF node that treats
both speech sources as desired sources and hence estimates the
mixture of both speech signals in its microphone signals, while
suppressing the noise contributions. Finally, node 3 estimates
its node-specific DOAs of both speech sources.
B. Notation overview
In the sequel, a boldface capital letter, e.g., Q, denotes a
matrix quantity, while a boldface small letter, e.g., q, denotes a
vector quantity. Furthermore, a vector will be given a subscript
to represent a certain column of a particular matrix, e.g., a
vector q1 denotes the first column of the matrix Q. The hat no-
tation (ˆ.) refers to network-wide centralized estimation, while
the tilde notation ( .˜ ) refers to reduced-dimension distributed
estimation (their concrete meaning will be further explained
later). The subscript (.)k indicates a node index and is used to
refer to a quantity which can be equally applied to any general
node k, while a notation with the node index (.)q is exclusively
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Fig. 1. Example of an MDMT WASN.
used to refer to the updating node q in the proposed MDMT
algorithm. A blackboard notation will be used to denote a
submatrix of a particular matrix, e.g., Q denotes a submatrix
of Q. This submatrix usually consists of the first S columns
(unless stated otherwise), where S is the total number of
signal sources. In addition, to refer to a projected version of
a particular subspace (onto another subspace), a calligraphic
letter will be used, e.g., P denotes a projected version of
the subspace P (see Section III-B). Finally in few instances
where a subscript is introduced to the node index k, a quantity
corresponding to a particular source at node k is addressed,
e.g., in (.)ks a quantity at node k corresponding to source s
is referred to.
C. Data model and problem statement
We consider a WSN with K multi-sensor nodes where a
signal broadcast by a node can be received by all other (K−1)
nodes, i.e., the topology of the WSN is assumed to be fully-
connected. It is noted that this fully-connected assumption is
merely for the sake of an easy exposition, since all results can
be extended to networks with a nearest-neighbor topology1,
e.g., with a tree topology [27] or mixture of fully-connected
and tree topologies [28]. For the extension of the algorithm
to other topologies, we refer to the signal fusion strategies in
[27], [28].
Each node k ∈ K = {1, . . . ,K} is equipped with a
sensor array consisting of Mk sensors, where its (possibly
complex-valued) Mk-channel sensor signal is denoted as yk,
representing an Mk-variate stochastic variable. The sensor
signal yk is assumed to satisfy short-term stationarity and
1Note that this approach only works in certain topologies that allow to
control the feedback paths in the network, such as, e.g., trees. Feedback
components may harm convergence of the algorithm, because of similar
reasons as explained in [27].
ergodicity conditions2. This structure can also be viewed as a
hierarchical WSN where K master nodes collect sensor signals
from Mk slave nodes each with a single sensor. It is assumed
that the WSN observes S sources ‘of interest’ that are localized
somewhere in space and mutually uncorrelated3. Each of these
S sources can be considered as either a desired or interfering
source, as explained later. The Mk-channel sensor signal yk
can then be expressed by the linear model
yk = sk + nk = Aksˇ + nk (1)
where sˇ is the S-channel signal containing the S source
signals and nk is additive noise which includes both between-
sensors correlated (due to e.g., the presence of localized noise
sources) and uncorrelated (due to e.g., the sensor self-noise)
noise contributions. In (1), Ak = [ak1(θk1) . . .akS (θkS )] is an
unknown Mk ×S complex-valued steering matrix, where aks
is the node-specific Mk-dimensional steering vector, and θks
is the node-specific DOA for the s-th source, s ∈ {1, . . . , S}.
Since each node is placed in a different location, and each
node’s sensor array has a different orientation, it is noted that
nodes indeed observe different node-specific DOAs. It is also
noted that since all signals in (1) are assumed to be complex-
valued, this model also allows, e.g., convolutive time-domain
mixtures, described as instantaneous per-frequency mixtures
in the (short-term) Fourier transform domain.
Let M =
∑K
k=1Mk, by stacking all yk, nk and sk,
we obtain the network-wide M -channel signals y, s and n,
respectively, i.e.,
y = s + n = Asˇ + n (2)
where A is an M × S matrix, i.e., is a stacked version of all
node-specific steering matrices Ak.
Each node k ∈ K is then tasked with performing a different
node-specific estimation problem from the following three
cases: MWF-based signal enhancement, LCMV beamforming
or DOA estimation, i.e., K , KMWF⋃KLCMV⋃KDOA.
• Each node k ∈ KMWF estimates the mixture of S source
signals in sˇ as they are locally observed at its sensors, i.e., it
estimates the Mk-channel signal sk = Aksˇ, in the LMMSE
sense (this will be formalized in Section III-A). Hence each
node k ∈ KMWF treats all S sources as desired sources and
the signal estimation procedure in each node k ∈ KMWF
preserves the node-specific spatial information in sk while
reducing the noise nk.
Although the node-specific desired signals sk are drawn
from the same S-channel latent signal sˇ, it is noted that
since sˇ and Ak are both assumed to be unknown, the nodes
are not aware of the relationship between their node-specific
desired signals sk.
2By definition, a signal is short-term ergodic if over a finite segment, its
time averages are equal to its statistical (ensemble) averages. This property
allows the correlation matrices to be estimated via a time averaging. Moreover,
the assumption of short-time stationarity ensures that the ensemble averages
of a signal remain constant during a finite signal segment.
3To let the optimal solutions be defined in Section III and for notational
convenience, we assume that S is known by all the nodes. However, this is
without loss of generality and Section V-B will explain how the cases when S
is wrongly estimated affect the algorithm in practice (see Remark 3 in Section
V-B).
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• Each node k ∈ KLCMV estimates Dk signals, corresponding
to Dk desired sources, while the remaining Ik = S − Dk
sources are considered to be interferers. Each node k ∈
KLCMV applies a spatial filter that minimizes the total output
variance at its output, under a set of node-specific linear
constraints such that the signals coming from the directions
of the Dk desired sources are passed through without
distortion, while signals coming from the directions of the
Ik interfering sources are blocked [34].
• Each node k ∈ KDOA estimates the node-specific DOAs
for all S sources, i.e., it estimates θk1 . . . θkS [21]. It is
assumed that each node only knows its own local sensor
array geometry, but that the relative geometry with respect
to the other nodes is unknown, i.e., the positions of the nodes
and their orientations are unknown.
III. CENTRALIZED ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS
In this section, we first review the centralized estimation
algorithm for each task, where each node k ∈ K would
transmit its Mk-channel sensor signal yk to all other nodes
(or to a fusion center). As a result, each node can perform
its node-specific task based on the network-wide M -channel
sensor signal y defined in (2). In the sequel, the hat notation
(ˆ.) is always used to refer to centralized estimation.
A. Network-wide MWF
The goal of each node k ∈ KMWF is to denoise its Mk-
channel sensor signal, i.e., estimate sk based on the network-
wide M -channel sensor signal y. To achieve this, node k ∈
KMWF uses an M ×Mk linear estimator Wˆk, which can be
viewed as a network-wide spatial filter, to estimate sk as sˆk =
WˆHk y, where superscript H denotes the conjugate transpose
operator. The MWF [35] computes Wˆk based on the LMMSE
criterion, i.e.,
Wˆk = argmin
Wk
E
{∥∥sk −WHk y∥∥2} (3)
where E{.} is the expected value operator. Assuming Ryy =
E{yyH} has full rank, the unique solution of (3) is [35]:
Wˆk = R
−1
yy RssEk (4)
where Rss = E{ssH}, and where Ek = [0 IMk 0]T is
an M × Mk matrix that selects the Mk columns of Rss
corresponding to the channels of s that are included in sk.
Assuming s and n are uncorrelated, based on (2) we can
further write:
Rss = Ryy −Rnn = AΦAH (5)
where Rnn = E{nnH}, and where Φ = diag{φ1, . . . , φS} is
an S × S diagonal matrix, where φs = E{|sˇs|2}, with sˇs the
s-th channel of sˇ. It is noted that Rss is a rank-S matrix.
In practice, the sensor signal correlation matrix Ryy is gen-
erally estimated via sample averaging. The noise correlation
matrix Rnn is known a-priori in some applications, otherwise
can be estimated from the ‘noise-only’ signal segments in
scenarios when the desired sources have an ON-OFF behavior
[21], [24]. In speech enhancement application for instance, a
Voice Activity Detection (VAD) can be applied to distinguish
between ‘speech-and-noise’ and ‘noise-only’ signal segments,
from which Ryy and Rnn are estimated, respectively.
A straightforward method to estimate Rss would be based
on the subtraction Ryy −Rnn. The resulting estimate, how-
ever, generally has a rank greater than S and may not even be
positive semi-definite in the presence of second order statistics
errors, e.g., due to non-stationarity of the noise or VAD errors.
Incorporating such poorly-estimated Rss in the MWF solution
(4) often results in a poor denoising performance of the MWF
[32]. A rank-S representation of Rss based on a GEVD of the
estimates of Ryy and Rnn can be alternatively incorporated
in the MWF solution (4) to deliver a superior performance
[32]. The resulting MWF, which is referred to as GEVD-based
MWF, will be explained in the rest of this section.
The GEVD of the ordered matrix pair (Ryy,Rnn) defines
the generalized eigenvectors (GEVCs) xˆm (m = 1 . . .M) and
corresponding generalized eigenvalues (GEVLs) λˆm as [36]
RyyXˆ = RnnXˆLˆ s.t. XˆHRnnXˆ = IM (6)
where Xˆ = [xˆ1 . . . xˆM ] and Lˆ = diag{λˆ1 . . . λˆM}, and
where IM denotes the M × M identity matrix. In (6) it is
assumed, without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.), that the GEVLs
are sorted in descending order, with λˆ1 being the largest, and
that the GEVCs are scaled such that their Rnn-weighted norm
is 1 (as expressed in right-hand-side of (6)). It can be shown
that the GEVD in (6) extracts the directions with maximal
SNR, similar to how principal component analysis extracts
the directions with maximal variance [36], [37]. Assuming that
Rnn is invertible, the GEVD problem (6) is equivalent to a
joint diagonalization of Ryy and Rnn which can be written
as
Ryy = QˆLˆQˆ
H , Rnn = QˆQˆ
H (7)
where Qˆ = Xˆ−H is a full-rank M×M matrix (not necessarily
orthogonal). Based on (5) and (7), we obtain Rss = Ryy −
Rnn = Qˆ
(
Lˆ−IM
)
QˆH . Comparing this with (5), the GEVD-
based rank-S representation of Rss is given as
Rss = Qˆ(Lˆ− IS)QˆH (8)
where Lˆ is an S × S diagonal matrix containing the first S
diagonal elements of Lˆ and where Qˆ is an M × S matrix
containing the first S columns of Qˆ, i.e.,
Lˆ = [IS 0] Lˆ [IS 0]
T
, Qˆ = Qˆ [IS 0]
T
. (9)
By substituting (7) and (8) in (4), the network-wide GEVD-
based estimate of the node-specific Mk-channel signal sk at
node k ∈ KMWF is obtained as sˆk = WˆHk y, with
Wˆk = R
−1
yy Qˆ(Lˆ− IS)QˆHEk. (10)
B. Network-wide LCMV beamforming
At each node k ∈ KLCMV, let ξk and τk denote the set
of indices from s ∈ {1, . . . , S} corresponding to the Dk and
Ik desired sources and interferers, respectively. As we assume
that the steering matrix A is unknown, and since its estimation
is difficult if the source signals are not known (even with a
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centralized algorithm), we will rely on the LCMV approach
of [34], which relaxes the estimation of A to a more practical
estimation problem. To this end, we define QˆDk and Qˆ
I
k, where
QˆDk is an M×Dk matrix whose columns define a unitary basis
for the desired sources subspace spanned by the columns of
A with indices ξk, and where QˆIk is an M × Ik matrix whose
columns define a unitary basis for the interferers subspace
spanned by the columns of A with indices τk. The resulting
network-wide LCMV problem for each node k ∈ KLCMV is
then defined as [31], [34]
wˆk =min
wk
E
{|wHk y|2} (11)
s.t. PˆHk wk = vˆk (12)
where Pˆk , [QˆDk QˆIk] and where vˆk is the desired response
vector, which defines the required response towards the desired
sources (captured by QˆDk ) and towards the interfering sources
(captured by QˆIk). As Pˆk only contains unitary bases for the
two subspaces (rather than the columns of the actual steering
matrix A), the vector vˆk should be designed according to a
specific strategy [34]. Defining qˆDk1 as the column of (Qˆ
D
k )
H
corresponding to the first (w.l.o.g.) sensor of node k, the choice
of vˆk = [(qˆDk1)
T 0]T leads to an LCMV beamformer wˆk
in (11)-(12) that extracts the mixture of the desired source
signals in ξk as they are observed at the first sensor of
node k, while completely blocking the interfering signals in
τk (a proof can be found in [38]). In some practical cases,
however, it is favorable to let part of the interfering signals
pass through as well without distortion (e.g., to preserve some
directional characteristics of the interfering sources in hearing
aid applications [39]). Hence we here consider the general case
of [31], [39], defined as
vˆk =
[
α qˆDk1
 qˆIk1
]
(13)
where the user-defined gains 0 < α ≤ 1 and 0 ≤  < 1 control
the output of the resulting LCMV beamformer, and where qˆIk1
denotes the first (w.l.o.g.) column of (QˆIk)
H at node k. Note
that the value of α and  in (13) can be chosen differently at
each node k ∈ KLCMV, but their node index k is dropped for
the sake of an easier notation.
The solution of the LCMV problem (11)-(13) is then given
by [31], [38]
wˆk = R
−1
yy Pˆk
(
PˆHk R
−1
yy Pˆk
)−1
vˆk. (14)
The single-channel output at node k ∈ KLCMV is then given
as dˆk = wˆHk y.
In practice, to compute QˆDk and Qˆ
I
k from the network-wide
M -channel sensor signal y, the network-wide source-activity-
based correlation matrices, denoted as RDkyy and R
Ik
yy, are first
estimated via sample averaging. To achieve this, ‘desired-
sources-only’ samples, obtained from signal segments during
which one or more of the Dk desired sources are active, are
used to estimate RDkyy . Likewise, ‘interferers-only’ samples,
obtained from signals segments during which one or more of
the Ik interferers are active are used to estimate RIkyy. Note
that we made the implicit assumption here that the S sources
have an ON-OFF behavior and that we know the activity of
each source individually, possibly based on a source activity
detection algorithm. This is a valid assumption for speech
signals in WASNs (see Section VI), where speaker activity
can be detected using multi-speaker VAD algorithms [40], [5].
Similar to (6), from a GEVD of (RDkyy ,Rnn) and (R
Ik
yy,Rnn)
we have
RDkyy Xˆ
D
k = RnnXˆ
D
k Lˆ
D
k s.t. (Xˆ
D
k )
HRnnXˆ
D
k = IM (15)
RIkyyXˆ
I
k = RnnXˆ
I
kLˆ
I
k s.t. (Xˆ
I
k)
HRnnXˆ
I
k = IM (16)
where Xˆ(.)k and Lˆ
(.)
k are M × M matrices containing the
GEVCs and GEVLs (in descending order as in (6)) of the
matrix pair (R(.)kyy ,Rnn), respectively. By defining QˆDk =
(XˆDk )
−H and QˆIk = (Xˆ
I
k)
−H , the QˆDk and Qˆ
I
k are obtained
from the first Dk and Ik columns of QˆDk and Qˆ
I
k, respectively.
Note that, in theory the matrix Pˆk = [QˆDk Qˆ
I
k] and the
matrix Qˆ in (9) should have the same column space. In
practice, however, because of discrepancies between the signal
segments based on which the correlation matrices Ryy, RDkyy
and RIkyy are estimated, this generally does not hold true.
The mismatch may in some scenarios become much more
severe, especially when insufficient ‘desired-sources-only’ and
‘interferers-only’ samples are available to accurately estimate
QˆDk and Qˆ
I
k, respectively. In such scenarios, the LCMV
solution (14) may often result in an inadequate beamforming
output [41], [33]. Therefore, we apply the subspace projection-
based approach of [33] such that the discarded samples asso-
ciated with signal segments during which the desired sources
and interferers are simultaneously active can also be exploited
to enhance the estimation performance. To do so, QˆDk and Qˆ
I
k
are projected onto the joint (larger) subspace spanned by the
columns of Qˆ, i.e., [33]
QˆDk , projQˆ(QˆDk ) = Qˆ(QˆT Qˆ)−1QˆT QˆDk (17)
QˆIk , projQˆ(QˆIk) = Qˆ(QˆT Qˆ)−1QˆT QˆIk. (18)
By replacing Pˆk in (14) with Pˆk , [QˆDk QˆIk ], we obtain the
following projection-based LCMV estimator
wˆk = R
−1
yy Pˆk
(Pˆ Hk R−1yy Pˆk)−1vˆk (19)
where vˆk is the same as vˆk in (13), except that qˆDk1 and qˆ
I
k1
are now drawn from (QˆDk )
H and (QˆIk )
H , respectively.
It is emphasized that (17)-(18) ensures that Pˆk and Qˆ
always have the same column space (assuming Pˆk is rank-
S). This correction step has been demonstrated to substantially
improve the performance of the LCMV beamformer [33].
C. Network-wide DOA estimation
The goal for each node k ∈ KDOA is to estimate all
the S node-specific DOAs θk1 . . . θkS from the network-wide
M -channel sensor signal y. It is assumed that each node
only knows its own local sensor array geometry, but that the
relative geometry with respect to the other nodes is unknown.
Nevertheless, the spatial coherence between the nodes can still
be (partially) exploited [21]. To achieve this, first recall Qˆ as
defined in (9), which is equal to the network-wide steering
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matrix A up to a column transformation (see (5), (8)). Now
based on the partitioning of Qˆ as
Qˆ ,
 Qˆ1...
QˆK
 (20)
where Qˆk is the Mk × S submatrix of Qˆ corresponding to
Mk sensors at node k, each node k ∈ KDOA can compute
the node-specific DOAs by feeding Qˆk into a subspace-based
DOA estimation method, e.g., MUSIC [42], or ESPRIT [43].
It is noted that only a part of Qˆ is used for DOA estimation
at node k because the relative geometry between the nodes is
indeed unknown. In practice, however, as Qˆk is extracted from
the network-wide Qˆ, the inherent spatial coherence between
the nodes is exploited to improve the estimation compared to
a purely local estimation [21].
The obtained node-specific DOA estimates at node k ∈
KDOA based on Qˆk are denoted as θˆk1 . . . θˆkS .
IV. DISTRIBUTED MDMT ALGORITHM
In section III, it has been assumed that each node k ∈ K
performs its own node-specific estimation task based on the
network-wide M -channel sensor signal y. We now aim at
designing an algorithm that lets each node k ∈ K obtain
the same solution and performance of its corresponding cen-
tralized estimation algorithm in a distributed fashion over a
fully-connected WSN. The computational burden of the nodes’
individual tasks is then shared among the different nodes.
Furthermore, each node k ∈ K only broadcasts an S-channel
compressed signal to the other nodes, rather than its full Mk-
channel sensor signal yk (assuming S < Mk,∀k ∈ K)4. In
the considered heterogeneous WSN, the nodes do not know
each other’s SP tasks, and hence perform the same operations
as they would perform in a hypothetical homogeneous WSN
where all the other nodes contribute to the same distributed
algorithm to solve node-specific estimation problems corre-
sponding to the same SP task (distributed MWF-based signal
enhancement [29], distributed LCMV beamforming [31] or
distributed DOA estimation [21]). Remarkably, despite the
fact that each node k ∈ K solves a different SP task and
is not aware of the SP tasks of other nodes, it will be
shown in Section V-B that all the local estimates converge to
their corresponding centralized solutions. Since the algorithm
description below only includes the necessary ingredients of
the underlying algorithms, for more details and intuitions on
distributed GEVD-based MWF, LCMV and DOA estimation
in a homogeneous WSN we refer to [29], [31] and [21],
respectively.
In the proposed distributed MDMT algorithm, each node
k ∈ K first compresses its Mk-channel sensor signal yk into
an S-channel compressed signal zik = F
iH
k yk with an Mk×S
compression matrix Fik (which will be defined later, see (45)),
where the superscript i is the iteration index. The compressed
4For the sake of an easier exposition, we will assume from now on that S <
Mk, ∀k ∈ K. If there exists a node k for which S ≥Mk , no compression is
done at node k, and instead node k should simply broadcast its uncompressed
sensor signal yk to other nodes.
signal zik is then broadcast to the other nodes, rather than yk,
and hence the required per-node communication bandwidth is
reduced by a factor of max{(Mk/S), 1}. We will later explain
how these compression matrices at the different nodes will be
updated from iteration to iteration in a data-driven fashion. As
the compression matrices change over time, also the statistics
of the zik signals will change over time, which means that
all nodes will have to continuously track or re-compute the
second-order statistics of the received data from other nodes.
Eventually, we will show that the strategy to update the
compression matrices will ensure that all of them converge to
a stable setting, in which each node in the network obtains an
optimal (i.e., network-wide) performance for its node-specific
task as if it would have access to the raw uncompressed
data of all the nodes. In particular, without accessing the
network-wide sensor signal y, each node k ∈ KMWF obtains
sˆk = Wˆ
H
k y with Wˆk given in (10), each node k ∈ KLCMV
obtains dˆk = wˆHk y with wˆk given in (19), and each node
k ∈ KDOA obtains the DOA estimates θˆk1 . . . θˆkS .
Considering a KS-channel signal zi = [zi T1 . . . z
i T
K ]
T , let
zi−k denote z
i with zik removed. Assuming a fully-connected
WSN, each node k then has access to a Pk-channel signal y˜k
which is defined as y˜ik = [y
T
k z
i T
−k ]
T , with Pk = Mk+S(K−
1). In the sequel, we use the tilde notation ( .˜ ) for quantities
that are computed based on the signal y˜ik = s˜
i
k+n˜
i
k. Moreover,
the corresponding Pk-dimensional local correlation matrices at
each node k ∈ K are denoted as Riy˜ky˜k , Ris˜k s˜k and Rin˜kn˜k .
In practice, since these correlation matrices will change over
time (due to changes in the scenario and due to updates of
the compressor matrices), each node k estimates these local
correlation matrices based on a block of N signal samples. In
the next iteration, a new block of N samples (over a different
time window) is used, which means that the iterations are
spread out over time in a block-adaptive fashion, and that the
compressed signal zik = F
iH
k yk is computed only once for
each set of samples.
At iteration i of the distributed MDMT algorithm, node
q is the only updating node, where it re-computes its local
compression matrix Fiq based on the local correlation matrices
Ry˜q y˜q and Rn˜qn˜q . In the next iteration the updating node
is changed. For conciseness, iteration index i will be mostly
dropped in the sequel, unless when we want to explicitly refer
to a specific iteration.
Similar to (6)-(7), each node k ∈ K then computes
a local GEVD on the reduced-dimension matrix pencil
(Ry˜ky˜k ,Rn˜kn˜k) as
Ry˜ky˜kX˜k = Rn˜kn˜kX˜kL˜k s.t. X˜
H
k Rn˜kn˜kX˜k = IPk (21)
where X˜k, L˜k are Pk-dimensional matrices containing the
local GEVCs and GEVLs (in descending order as in (6)),
respectively. Here, we also define X˜k and Q˜k as the first S
columns of X˜k and Q˜k, respectively, where Q˜k = X˜
−H
k . In
addition, L˜k is defined as the S×S diagonal matrix containing
the first S (largest) diagonal entries of L˜k.
Each node k ∈ K subsequently completes its node-specific
estimation depending on the SP task it is assigned with. In
the next Subsection, we first explain these algorithms for the
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TABLE I
DISTRIBUTED MDMT ALGORITHM
1) Set i← 0, q ← 1, and initialize all F0k and W˜0k , ∀ k ∈ K, with random entries.
2) Each node k ∈ K broadcasts N new samples of its S-channel compressed signal zik:
zik[iN + j] = F
i H
k y
i
k[iN + j], j = 1 . . . N (22)
where the notation [.] denotes a sample index.
3) Each node k ∈ K first updates Riy˜k y˜k and Rin˜kn˜k via sample averaging using the samples at times iN + 1 up to (i+ 1)N and then computes
the GEVD of (Riy˜k y˜k ,R
i
n˜kn˜k
) from which X˜ik , L˜
i
k and Q˜
i
k are obtained. Then:
• if k ∈ KMWF: compute Ris˜k s˜k = Q˜ik(L˜ik − IS)Q˜iHk and then use this to compute the local node-specific MWF estimator as
W˜i+1k = (R
i
y˜k y˜k
)−1Ris˜k s˜kEMk (23)
• if k ∈ KLCMV: update RiDy˜k y˜k and Ri Iy˜k y˜k and then compute Q˜iDk and Q˜i Ik based on (34)-(35). With P˜
i
k = [Q˜
iD
k Q˜
i I
k ], the local
node-specific LCMV estimator is then computed as
W˜i+1k = (R
i
y˜k y˜k
)−1P˜ik
(
(P˜ik)H(Riy˜k y˜k )−1P˜
i
k
)−1V˜ik (24)
• if k ∈ KDOA: use Qik =
[
IMk 0
]
Q˜ik and estimate the node-specific DOAs θ˜
i
k1
. . . θ˜ikS
, e.g., via ESPRIT [43] or MUSIC [42] and update
W˜i+1k = X˜
i
k .
4) Updating node q: updates its compression matrix as Fi+1q =
[
IMq 0
]
W˜i+1q
[
IS
0
]
.
5) Each node k ∈ KMWF estimates the next N samples of its Mk-channel output signal as s˜ ik[iN + j] = (W˜i+1k )H y˜ik[iN + j].
Each node k ∈ KLCMV estimates the next N samples of its single-channel output signal as d˜ ik[iN + j] = (w˜i+1k )H y˜ik[iN + j].
Each node k ∈ KDOA \ q keeps its latest estimates θ˜ ixk1 . . . θ˜
ix
kS
, with ix < i .
6) i← i+ 1 and q ← (q mod K) + 1 and return to step 2.
“homogeneous case” where all nodes have the same SP task.
A. Prelude: the homogeneous case
1) Distributed GEVD-based MWF: If all nodes were MWF
nodes, i.e., if K = KMWF, the GEVD-based Distributed
Adaptive Node-specific Signal Estimation (DANSE) algorithm
[29] could be used. At iteration i, all nodes k ∈ K then solve
the following local LMMSE problem (compare to (3)):
W˜k = argmin
Wk
E
{∥∥sk −WHk y˜k∥∥2} (25)
where the solution is (compare to (4))
W˜k = R
−1
y˜ky˜k
Rs˜k s˜kEMk (26)
where Ry˜ky˜k , Rn˜kn˜k and Rs˜k s˜k are the Pk-dimensional
correlation matrix corresponding respectively to y˜k, n˜k and
s˜k, and where EMk is a Pk ×Mk matrix that selects the first
Mk columns of Rs˜k s˜k . Similar to (8), the GEVD-based rank-S
representation of Rs˜k s˜k can be written as
Rs˜k s˜k = Q˜k(L˜k − IS)Q˜Hk (27)
where plugging (27) into the local MWF solution (26) gives
W˜k = R
−1
y˜ky˜k
Q˜k(L˜k − IS)Q˜Hk EMk . (28)
The estimate of sk for each node k ∈ K at iteration i is then
computed as s˜k = W˜Hk y˜k.
Assuming node q is the updating node at iteration i, it
updates its compression matrix Fq from the Mq×S upper-left
submatrix of W˜q , i.e.,
Fq = [IMq 0]W˜q
[
IS
0
]
. (29)
2) Distributed GEVD-based LCMV: If all nodes were
LCMV nodes, i.e., if K = KLCMV, the Linearly Constrained
(LC)-DANSE algorithm [31] could be used. At iteration i,
all nodes k ∈ K first update their source-activity-based Pk-
dimensional correlation matrices RDy˜ky˜k and R
I
y˜ky˜k
corre-
sponding to y˜k, and then compute Q˜Dk and Q˜
I
k via a GEVD
of (RDy˜ky˜k ,Rn˜kn˜k) and (R
I
y˜ky˜k
,Rn˜kn˜k), respectively (similar
to (15)-(16)). With P˜k , [Q˜Dk Q˜Ik], each node k ∈ K
subsequently solves the local LCMV problem
W˜k =min
Wk
E
{‖WHk y˜k‖2} (30)
s.t. P˜Hk Wk = V˜k (31)
where V˜k is defined as [31]
V˜k =
[
αq˜Dk1 η1q˜
D
k2 . . . η(S−1)q˜
D
kS
q˜Ik1 β1q˜
I
k2 . . . β(S−1)q˜
I
kS
]
(32)
where q˜Dkj and q˜
I
kj denote the j-th column of (Q˜
D
k )
H and
(Q˜Ik)
H , respectively, and where α and  are the same as
in (13), and where ηj ∈ C and βj ∈ C can be chosen
randomly5, as long as the resulting V˜k is full rank [31]. Note
5The blackboard notation C here denotes the set of all complex numbers.
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that (30)-(32) extends the LCMV beamformer with S − 1
auxiliary LCMV beamformers, which will be used to create
a compression matrix Fq with S columns (see (37)). In
[31], it is explained that this is necessary in order to embed
the full S-dimensional signal subspace in the compressed
signal zq , which facilitates the convergence of the LC-DANSE
algorithm to the centralized LCMV solution (details omitted).
The solution to the local LCMV problem (30)-(32) is then
given by
W˜k = R
−1
y˜ky˜k
P˜k
(
P˜Hk R
−1
y˜ky˜k
P˜k
)−1
V˜k. (33)
Similar to (17)-(18), in order to improve the estimation
performance in practice, we define the following projection-
based matrices
Q˜Dk , projQ˜k(Q˜
D
k ) = Q˜k(Q˜
T
k Q˜k)
−1Q˜Tk Q˜
D
k (34)
Q˜Ik , projQ˜k(Q˜
I
k) = Q˜k(Q˜
T
k Q˜k)
−1Q˜Tk Q˜
I
k. (35)
Replacing P˜k in (33) with P˜k , [Q˜Dk Q˜Ik ], and using the
first S columns of (Q˜Dk )
H and (Q˜Ik )
H in (32), we obtain the
following projection-based LCMV estimator
W˜k = R
−1
y˜ky˜k
P˜k
(
P˜ Hk R−1y˜ky˜kP˜k
)−1
V˜k. (36)
The output signal at each node k ∈ K is then computed as
d˜k = w˜
H
k y˜k, with w˜k denoting the first column of W˜k.
Assuming node q is the updating node at iteration i, it
updates its compression matrix Fq as
Fq = [IMq 0]W˜q. (37)
It has been shown in [31] that the LC-DANSE algorithm
using (36) converges to an equilibrium point where each node
k computes the S-channel output of the extended network-
wide LCMV beamformer
Wˆk = R
−1
yy Pˆk
(PˆHk R−1yy Pˆk)−1Vˆk (38)
where the S×S matrix of desired responses Vˆk is defined as
Vˆk =
[
αqˆDk1 η1qˆ
D
k2 . . . η(S−1)qˆ
D
kS
qˆIk1 β1qˆ
I
k2 . . . β(S−1)qˆ
I
kS
]
(39)
where qˆDkj and qˆ
I
kj denote the column of (Qˆ
D
k )
H and (QˆIk )
H
corresponding to the j-th sensor of node k, respectively.
Note that this again extends the original centralized network-
wide LCMV beamformer (14) with S − 1 auxiliary LCMV
beamformers. Nevertheless, since the first column of Vˆk is
the same as the desired response vector vˆk defined earlier in
(19) for the centralized case, the first column of the extended
Wˆk in (38) is equal to the centralized LCMV beamformer
defined in (13).
At each node k ∈ KLCMV, note that the projections (17)-(18)
ensure that
Pˆk , [QˆDk QˆIk ] = Qˆ∆ˆk (40)
with ∆ˆk an S×S column transformation matrix (its definition
follows from comparing (40) with (17)-(18)). This allows to
Fig. 2. Block scheme for an updating node q in the distributed MDMT
algorithm.
rewrite (39) as
Vˆk =
[(
QˆDk
)H
[α 0]T(
QˆIk
)H
[ 0]T
]
= ∆ˆHk
[
[IDk 0]Qˆ
H
k [α 0]
T
[0 IIk ]Qˆ
H
k [ 0]
T
]
(41)
where the S×S diagonal matrices α and  are defined as α ,
diag{α, η1, . . . , η(S−1)} and  , diag{, β1, . . . , β(S−1)}, and
where IDk and IIk are identity matrices of dimensions Dk and
Ik, respectively.
3) Distributed GEVD-based DOA estimation: If all nodes
were DOA nodes, i.e., if K = KDOA, the distributed signal
subspace algorithm of [22] could be used to iteratively estimate
Qk at each node k, where Qk is defined as the Mk×S upper-
left submatrix of Q˜k = (X˜k)
−H , i.e.,
Qk , [IMk 0] Q˜k [IS 0]
T
. (42)
The estimated Qk is then fed into a subspace-based DOA
estimation algorithm such as MUSIC [42] or ESPRIT [43].
The resulting DOA estimates at iteration i of the distributed al-
gorithm are denoted as θ˜k1 . . . θ˜kS . In this case, the underlying
distributed algorithm (described in [22]) essentially requires
each node k to locally update an auxiliary estimator defined
as (details omitted)
W˜k = X˜k (43)
where the columns of X˜k were earlier defined as the S princi-
pal GEVCs of the matrix pencil (Ry˜ky˜k ,Rn˜kn˜k). Finally, the
compression matrix Fq at the updating node q is updated as
Fq = [IMq 0] W˜q. (44)
B. The heterogeneous case
In the three “homogeneous case” algorithms outlined in
Subsection IV-A, when the updating node q has solved its own
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(three times different) node-specific estimation problem, its
compression matrix Fq is updated using (three times) the same
strategy. In particular, Fq in the GEVD-based DANSE [29],
LC-DANSE [31] and distributed DOA estimation algorithm
[21] is always chosen as the first Mq rows and S columns of
the respective W˜q (see (29),(37),(44)), i.e.,
Fq = [IMq 0] W˜q
[
IS
0
]
. (45)
It is emphasized, however, that the corresponding estimators
W˜q expressed in (28), (36), (43) are different, hence the
compression matrices as well as the compressed signals zq
are different in the three cases.
We can now propose the distributed MDMT algorithm in
which each node k ∈ K exploits the compressed signals zn
of the other nodes n ∈ K\k for its own SP task. This will be
done independent of how the compression matrices Fk have
been generated. The distributed MDMT algorithm is described
in Table I. In addition, Figure 2 provides a block scheme for
an updating node q in the algorithm. When comparing Table
I with the three “homogeneous case” algorithms described in
Subsection IV-A, it is noted that each node k ∈ K performs
the same operations as in a hypothetical homogeneous network
where all the other nodes also have the same SP task as node k.
Remarkably, it will be shown in Section V-B that the algorithm
lets all the nodes achieve the network-wide centralized solution
of their node-specific estimation problem as if all nodes would
have access to the network-wide sensor signal y.
In the final step in each iteration of the distributed MDMT
algorithm, nodes k ∈ KMWF estimate their node-specific Mk-
channel output as s˜k = W˜Hk y˜k in each iteration, nodes k ∈
KLCMV estimate their node-specific single-channel output as
d˜k = w˜
H
k y˜k, while the nodes k ∈ KDOA keep their latest
node-specific DOAs until their next updating turn.
Remark 1: Note that each node in each iteration i of the
distributed MDMT algorithm fulfills its task using a set of
operations identical to those of its corresponding centralized
realization describe in Section III, except that in the former the
operations are done on the local reduced-dimension matrices.
In particular, each node k has a per-node computational
complexity of O((Mk + S(K − 1))3) per update, compared
to its centralized complexity of O(M3). It is emphasized
that this is in fact achieved through the communication
bandwidth reduction with a factor Mk/S due to transmitting
and receiving the compressed signals zk (rather than yk in
the centralized realization). These reductions in terms of the
per-node communication cost and computational complexity
come at the cost of having a slower tracking and adaptation
performance. As will be discussed in the next section, after
convergence of the compression matrices at each node, all the
nodes achieve the network-wide centralized solution of their
node-specific estimation problem.
V. CONVERGENCE AND OPTIMALITY
In this section, we first provide some fundamental details
about the parameterization and the solution space of the
distributed MDMT algorithm. In particular, each node k ∈ K,
defines its own network-wide solution of its own task, i.e., by
(10), (38) or (20) if k ∈ KMWF, k ∈ KLCMV or k ∈ KDOA,
respectively. It will be shown in Subsection V-A that the
network-wide solutions of all the different nodes all lie in
the parameterized solution space as defined by the fusion
structure of the distributed algorithm (see (48)). The results of
Subsection V-A will then be used in Subsection V-B to prove
the convergence and optimality of the proposed algorithm.
A. Parameterization of the solution space
We define Hk and Gk−k as the first Mk rows and the last
S(K − 1) rows of the the local estimator W˜k at each node
k ∈ K, respectively, i.e.,
Hk , [IMk 0] W˜k (46)
Gk−k ,
[
0 IS(K−1)
]
W˜k (47)
=
[
GTk1 . . .G
T
k(k−1) G
T
k(k+1) . . .G
T
kK
]T
where submatrix Gkn is an S × Nk transformation matrix
that node k applies to the broadcast signal zn received from
node n ∈ K\k, where Nk = Mk if k ∈ KMWF and Nk = S
if k ∈ KLCMV⋃KDOA. After applying such Gkn transfor-
mations, and considering the definition of the compression
matrices Fk in (45), it follows that an equivalent network-
wide filter at each node k ∈ K is given as
Wk =

F1Gk1
...
Hk
...
FKGkK
 ,∀k ∈ K (48)
such that W˜Hk y˜k = W
H
k y. Here, Hk is inserted instead of
FkGkk (note that Gkk is not defined in the partitioning (47)).
It will be shown later in this section that the network-wide
centralized solution of each node-specific estimation problem
of each node k ∈ K is in the solution space defined by (48).
In the case of the MWF, when Ryy is replaced with (7),
(10) can be rewritten as
Wˆk = Qˆ
−HLˆ−1Qˆ−1Qˆ(Lˆ− IS)QˆHEˆk. (49)
Note that since Qˆ−1Qˆ = [IS 0]T , the term Lˆ−1Qˆ−1Qˆ in (49)
can be alternatively written as
Lˆ−1Qˆ−1Qˆ = [IS 0]T Lˆ−1. (50)
With this, and since QˆHEˆk = QˆHk (see (20)), equation (49)
can be simplified as
Wˆk = Xˆ [IS 0]
T Lˆ−1(Lˆ− IS)QˆHk (51)
= XˆΨˆk , ∀k ∈ KMWF (52)
where Ψˆk is S ×Mk transformation matrix at each node k ∈
KMWF defined as
Ψˆk = (IS − Lˆ−1)QˆHk . (53)
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Similar to (49)-(53), at each node k ∈ KMWF the local MWF
solution (28) can be expressed as
W˜k = Q˜
−H
k [IS 0]
T L˜−1k (L˜k − IS)Q˜Hk EMk (54)
= X˜kΨ˜k , ∀k ∈ KMWF (55)
with the S ×Mk transformation matrix Ψ˜k defined as (sub-
stitution Q˜Hk EMk = Q
H
k is verified by (42))
Ψ˜k = (IS − L˜−1k )QHk . (56)
In the case of the LCMV, when Ryy is replaced with
(7), and using (40), (50) and (41) the extended network-wide
LCMV beamformer (38) can be expressed as
Wˆk = Xˆ∆ˆ
−H
k Vˆk = XˆΘˆk , ∀k ∈ KLCMV (57)
where, from (41), it follows that the S × S transformation
matrix Θˆk is
Θˆk =
[
[IDk 0]Qˆ
H
k [α 0]
T
[0 IIk ]Qˆ
H
k [ 0]
T
]
. (58)
Similar to (40)-(58), the local LCMV solution (36) can be
expressed as
W˜k = X˜kΘ˜k , ∀k ∈ KLCMV (59)
where the S × S transformation matrix Θ˜k can be defined
similarly to (58) as
Θ˜k =
[
[IDk 0]Q˜
H
k [α 0]
T
[0 IIk ]Q˜
H
k [ 0]
T
]
. (60)
Based on the descriptions of the local MWF estimator in
(55) at nodes k ∈ KMWF, the local LCMV estimator in (59)
at nodes k ∈ KLCMV and the local DOA estimator in (43)
at nodes k ∈ KDOA, the compression matrices Fk of the
distributed MDMT algorithm can be summarized as (see (45))
Fk =

XkΦ˜k ∀k ∈ KMWF (61a)
XkΘ˜k ∀k ∈ KLCMV (61b)
Xk ∀k ∈ KDOA (61c)
where the S×S transformation matrix Φ˜k at nodes k ∈ KMWF
is defined as the matrix containing the first S columns of Ψ˜k,
i.e., Φ˜k , Ψ˜k [IS 0]T . From this result, it can be shown
that the solution space defined by the parameterization (48)
contains the network-wide centralized solution for each node
k ∈ K, namely (see (52), (57))
Wˆk =

XˆΨˆk ∀k ∈ KMWF (62a)
XˆΘˆk ∀k ∈ KLCMV (62b)
Xˆ ∀k ∈ KDOA (62c)
Now considering the task assigned to each node k ∈ K, setting
Fk and Gkn in (48) according to Table II verifies that the
parameterization of the distributed MDMT algorithm allows
to generate the network-wide centralized solutions (62a)-(62c)
as a special case.
B. Proof of convergence and optimality
In this section, it is shown that the distributed MDMT
algorithm converges, i.e.,
lim
i→∞
Wik = Wˆk, k ∈ K. (63)
Remark 2: To make the convergence analysis tractable,
it is assumed that all correlation matrices can be perfectly
estimated using infinite observation windows (similar to [26],
[27], [29], [44]). When finite observation windows are used to
estimate correlations, this analysis should be considered as an
asymptotic case, where larger observation windows increase
the approximation accuracy.
Theorem I: If Ryy is full rank, then the estimates ob-
tained from the distributed MDMT algorithm converge for
any initialization of the compression matrices F0k,∀k ∈ K
to the corresponding estimates obtained with the centralized
estimation algorithms, i.e., when i → ∞, ∀k ∈ KMWF,
s˜ik = sˆk, and ∀k ∈ KLCMV, d˜ik = dˆk, and ∀k ∈ KDOA,
θ˜iks = θˆks (or equivalently based on the parameterization (48),
limi→∞Wik = Wˆk, k ∈ K).
Proof: Similar to the strategies used in [29], it can be
shown that Theorem I eventually follows from the convergence
properties of a particular distributed algorithm that computes
the network-wide GEVD (this distributed GEVD algorithm
is explained in Appendix A). However, because of the key
difference between [29] and the proposed distributed MDMT
algorithm, the proof of Theorem I becomes non-trivial and
needs to be formalized. It is reiterated that this key difference
originates from the fact that in [29] the compression matrices
at different nodes k ∈ K are drawn from the estimators W˜k
of the same task (MWF), whereas in the distributed MDMT
algorithm they are drawn from the estimators W˜k of different
tasks, depending on whether node k is an MWF, LCMV or
DOA node. As a result, the convergence of different nodes
k ∈ KMWF, k ∈ KLCMV and k ∈ KDOA is required to be
investigated individually. A formal proof of Theorem I will
hence be provided in Appendix B.
Remark 3: So far we have assumed that all nodes k ∈ K
know the exact number of sources S, and that all LCMV nodes
k ∈ KLCMV know their node-specific values of Dk and Ik =
S−Dk. In practice, however, S usually has to be estimated on-
the-fly. With S¯ denoting the resulting estimate, the following
two cases can then happen when S¯ 6= S:
• S¯ > S: The centralized solutions (asymptotically) converge
to their corresponding optimal solutions. In particular, it has
been shown that the M × S¯ matrix X converges to the
M × S¯ matrix Xˆ [37] and the M × S¯ matrix Q converges
to the M × S¯ matrix Qˆ [22]. Consequently, when these
rank-S¯ estimates are incorporated, the resulting centralized
MWF solution (10) (asymptotically) converges to the opti-
mal LMMSE solution of (3), and the LCMV solution (14)
(asymptotically) converges to its optimal LCMV solution.
Note that in this case, a drawback is that the compression
matrices Fk will become Mk × S¯, and hence each node k
will require a larger communication bandwidth comparing
to the case when S¯ = S, which would provide the same
performance.
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TABLE II
SOLUTION SPACE OF THE DISTRIBUTED MDMT ALGORITHM IN (48)
node k task at node k ∀n ∈ KMWF \ k ∀n ∈ KLCMV \ k ∀n ∈ KDOA \ k network-wide solution
k ∈ KMWF Hk = XˆkΨˆk
Fn = XˆnΦˆn
Gkn = (Φˆn)
−1Ψˆk
Fn = XˆnΘˆn
Gkn = (Θˆn)
−1Ψˆk
Fn = Xˆn
Gkn = Ψˆk
eq. (52)
k ∈ KLCMV Hk = XˆkΘˆk
Fn = XˆnΦˆn
Gkn = (Φˆn)
−1Θˆk
Fn = XˆnΘˆn
Gkn = (Θˆn)
−1Θˆk
Fn = Xˆn
Gkn = Θˆk
eq. (57)
k ∈ KDOA Hk = Xˆk
Fn = XˆnΦˆn
Gkn = (Φˆn)
−1
Fn = XˆnΘˆn
Gkn = (Θˆn)
−1
Fn = Xˆn
Gkn = IS
eq. (62c)
• S¯ < S: Based on similar arguments as [29], the rank-
S¯ approximation effectively redefines (imposes) a common
latent signal subspace of dimension S¯ for the underlying
data model, while the actual data (1)-(2) actually has a
common latent signal subspace of dimension S (see (5)).
Nevertheless, since the GEVD provides the subspace X
with the maximal SNR, the resulting estimators may still
provide a relevant (but not optimal) solution (this was
analyzed in [29] for the case where all nodes are MWF
node). Note that in this case, each node k will require
a lower communication bandwidth comparing to the case
when S¯ = S at the cost of a reduced estimation performance
compared to the centralized case. However, the convergence
proof of Theorem I remains valid in this case.
For the case of LCMV, the estimate S¯ also has an influence on
the values Dk and Ik = S¯ −Dk in nodes k ∈ KLCMV. Since
these are node-specific quantities, each LCMV node can make
an independent choice and errors in the determination of these
local values of Dk and Ik will not affect the convergence of the
algorithm (although the local output computed by node k will
be wrong due to an incorrect definition of its node-specific Dk
and Ik). If Dk + Ik = S, the algorithm also remains optimal
for all (other) nodes. If Dk + Ik = S¯ with S¯ 6= S, then one
of the situations explained above will apply.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed distributed
MDMT algorithm and to further investigate its convergence
in a realistic environment, a multi-source acoustic scenario is
simulated using the image method [45]. It should be mentioned
that we do not aim at implementing a fully practical speech en-
hancement scenario and the goal here is only to show the con-
vergence and efficiency of the proposed MDMT algorithm in a
realistic enclosure. To achieve this goal, a WASN with 4 nodes
(K = 4) is considered inside a square room (6m×6m×6m)
with reflection coefficients of 0.2 at all surfaces, where the
acoustic Room Impluse Responses (RIRs) are simulated using
the RIR-generator in [46]. Each acoustic node of the WASN is
equipped with a uniform linear array with 3 omni-directional
microphones (Mk = 3,∀k ∈ K), with an inter-microphone
distance of 10cm. The acoustic scenario is depicted in Figure
3. Two speech sources (S = 2) are located at the positions
[x = 2m, y = 3m] and [x = 3m, y = 2.5m] (source 2 at the
broadside direction of node 2) and produce different speech
signals (English sentences with silence period in between).
In addition, five noise sources are located in the room, each
Fig. 3. Multi-source acoustic scenario for the MDMT WASN. Speech sources
are shown as S1 and S2. Five multi-talker babble noise sources are shown as
N1 to N5.
producing a multi-talker babble noise (mutually uncorrelated).
In Figure 3, the input signal to noise ratio (iSNR) in decibel
(dB) at the first microphone of each node is given.
In this MDMT WASN, node 1 computes an MWF and
estimates the speech signals coming from both of the speech
sources (depicted as S1 and S2 in Figure 3), node 2 com-
putes an LCMV beamformer and estimates source 1 while
suppressing source 2, node 3 estimates an LCMV beamformer
and estimates source 2 while suppressing source 1, and node 4
aims to compute the DOAs for both of the speech sources (true
DOAs at node 4 are 72o and 116o). For both of the LCMV
nodes, α = 0.9 and  = 0.1 are chosen. Since speech signals
are broadband signals, the algorithms operate in the short-time
Fourier transform domain, where the estimation problems are
solved for each frequency bin separately. We use a sampling
frequency of 16kHz, a Hann-windowed DFT with window size
256 and with 50% overlap. We assume a perfect multi-speaker
VAD to exclude the effect of errors. In addition to the noise
captured from the localized noise source, uncorrelated white
Gaussian noise is added to each microphone signal to model
the microphone’s self-noise and other possible isotropic noise
contributions. It is noted that these simulations are carried
out in batch mode, which means that the signal statistics are
estimated over the full signal length in each iteration. For
the DOA estimation at node 4, we use a wideband ESPRIT
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Fig. 4. The oSNR for the local output signal at the node 1 (MWF), the
oSINRs for the local output signals at the nodes 2 and 3 (LCMVs), and
absolute error for the local DOA estimates at the node 4 (DOA) within the
WASN described in Figure 3. The plots show the convergence of all the nodes
to their centralized (optimal) cases in terms of the output performance, versus
the iteration index of the distributed MDMT algorithm.
algorithm [43] to estimate the DOAs from its Qˆ4 and Qi4.
As a performance measure at the MWF node 1, we use the
output SNR, which is particularly defined in iteration i as
oSNRi , 10 log10
E{‖WiH1 s(1)‖2}
E{‖WiH1 n(1)‖2}
(64)
where (1) refers to the fact that the output signals at the
first microphone is considered. In addition, at this MWF
node, the MSE between the estimated signal s˜ i1 and that of
the centralized MWF sˆ1 is applied. For the LCMV nodes 2
and 3, we use output signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio
as the measure, which is defined as the ratio between the
output power of the desired signal and the output power
of both the noise and interfering speech source. In these
LCMV nodes, the MSE between the d˜ik and its corresponding
centralized estimate d˜k is applied to further investigate the
convergence. For the DOA node 4, the convergence and the
absolute error (in degrees) between the MDMT estimates and
those of the centralized case are provided. Figures 4 and 5
illustrate both the convergence and the performance of the
proposed distributed MDMT algorithm at all nodes. Cases
where nodes estimates their node-specific tasks on their own,
called as ‘isolated’, are added in Figure 4 to also show the
effectiveness of the algorithm. Note that in theory the MSE
values given in Figure 5 will go to zero. However, since in this
audio scenario convolutive mixtures are solved in the short-
time Fourier transform domain, the data model (1) is only
appropriately satisfied and hence the convergence of MSEs to
zero cannot be achieved. Finally, to further evaluate the output
performance of the MDMT algorithm at MWF and LCMV
nodes, we define MSE2 as the MSE between the estimated
and true values of the desired signals for the isolated, network-
wide and the distributed MDMT output solutions. The MSE2
results are shown in Figure 6. All these results clearly show
that all the estimates obtained from the proposed distributed
MDMT algorithm converges to the corresponding centralized
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Fig. 5. The MSE at the node 1 (MWF) and the nodes 2 and 3 (LCMVs)
between the local output signals and those signals obtained from their
centralized (optimal) cases within the WASN described in Figure 3. Likewise,
at the node 4 (DOA), individual absolute errors between each of the local
DOA estimates and those obtained from the centralized (optimal) cases are
shown. The plots show the convergence of all the local estimates to their
corresponding centralized (optimal) estimates, versus the iteration index of
the distributed MDMT algorithm.
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Fig. 6. The MSE2 shows the MSE at the node 1 (MWF) and the nodes 2
and 3 (LCMVs) between the estimated signals (including both centralized and
distributed MDMT estimates) and true values of the desired signals, versus
the iteration index of the distributed MDMT algorithm within the WASN
described in Figure 3.
estimates obtained in the centralized case, which in fact deliver
a significantly better performance compared to the isolated
case.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied a particular multi-task problem in an
MDMT WSN formed by three different groups of nodes. In the
first group, each node aims at applying an MWF to denoise its
sensor signals. In the second group, each node aims to extract
specific desired source signals, while suppressing others by
implementing LCMV beamformer. In the third group, each
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node is interested in estimating the node-specific DOAs of
a set of desired sources. For this setting, we have derived
a distributed MDMT algorithm under which all the nodes
can cooperate to solve their different signal processing tasks.
Theoretical results show that the algorithm allows each node to
attain the network-wide centralized solution of its estimation
problem with reduced communication resources, even without
being aware of the SP tasks solved by the other nodes. To do
so, the proposed algorithm relies on a low-rank approximation
of the desired signals correlation matrix based on the GEVD.
Finally, simulations have validated the theoretical results and
have shown the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
APPENDIX A: DISTRIBUTED GEVD ALGORITHM
If all nodes k ∈ K would merely aim at obtaining the
S principal network-wide GEVCs Xˆ in a distributed fash-
ion, the Distributed Adaptive Covariance-matrix Generalized
Eigenvector Estimation (DACGEE) algorithm from [37] could
instead be applied. Note that unlike the distributed MDMT
algorithm where nodes undertake different node-specific SP
tasks, the DACGEE algorithm computes the network-wide
GEVCs Xˆ in a distributed fashion, without any node-specific
aspect.
A similar set of notations as in the distributed MDMT
algorithm (Table I) will be used in the DACGEE algorithm,
where an underline will be used to make a distinction, leading
to Riy˜ky˜k , R
i
n˜kn˜k
, y˜i
k
, X˜
i
k, L˜
i
k, X
i
k, Q˜
i
k
, Qi, Qi
k
, Fik and
zik. The reason of introducing such a distinction is due to the
fact that in the DACGEE algorithm the nodes use different
compression matrices Fk, leading first to different signal
vectors y˜i
k
= [yTk z
i T
−k]
T and then to different correlation
matrices (Riy˜ky˜k ,R
i
n˜kn˜k
) and so on. Table III summarized the
DACGEE algorithm in a fully-connected WSN. For details of
the algorithm we refer to [37].
For future purposes, we further introduce the concatenated
M × S matrix Xi in the DACGEE algorithm and also define
the partitioning of Xˆ as follows
Xi ,

Xi1
...
XiK
 Xˆ ,

Xˆ1
...
XˆK
 (65)
with Xˆk denoting the Mk ×R submatrix of Xˆ corresponding
to node k. In the DACGEE algorithm, limi→∞Xi = Xˆ (see
Result C-1 in Appendix B.)
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM I
It will be shown that the convergence of the distributed
MDMT algorithm in Table I follows from the convergence
of the DACGEE algorithm in Table III, which was proven in
[29]:
• Result C-1: with the DACGEE algorithm, the concatenated
matrix Xi (see (65)) converges to the matrix Xˆ containing
the S principal network-wide GEVCs of (Ryy,Rnn), i.e.,
limi→∞Xi = Xˆ. Moreover limi→∞ L˜
i
k = Lˆ, ∀k ∈ K.
TABLE III
THE DACGEE ALGORITHM [37]
1) Set i ← 0, q ← 1, and initialize all F0k and X0k , ∀ k ∈ K,
with random entries.
2) Each node k ∈ K broadcasts N new S-channel compressed
sensor signal zik[iN + j] = F
i H
k yk[iN + j], j = 1 . . . N .
3) Each node k ∈ K first updates Riy˜k y˜k and Rin˜kn˜k and
then compute X˜
i+1
k from the GEVD of (R
i
y˜k y˜k
,Rin˜kn˜k ),
normalized such that
(
X˜
i+1
k
)H
Rin˜kn˜k X˜
i+1
k = IS . Then it
partitions X˜
i+1
k as
X
i+1
k =
[
IMk O
]
X˜
i+1
k (66)
G−k =
[
O IS(K−1)
]
X˜
i+1
k (67)
4) Updating node q: updates its Fi+1q = X
i+1
q and broadcast
G−q =
[
GT1 . . . G
T
(q−1) G
T
(q+1) . . . G
T
K
]T
to all the
other nodes.
5) Each node k ∈ K\{q} updates Xi+1k = XikGk .
6) i← i+ 1 and q ← (q mod K) + 1 and return to step 2.
We will not replicate the convergence proof of the DACGEE
algorithm here, but instead we will only focus on the key
ingredients that allow to prove that the distributed MDMT
algorithm of Table I inherits the convergence Result C-1 of
the DACGEE algorithm of Table III. To this end, we first
adopt the following results from [29].
• Result C-2: with the DACGEE algorithm, the matrix Qi
k
=
[IMk 0]Q˜
i
k
[IMk 0]
T converges to the corresponding Qˆk, i.e.,
limi→∞Qik = Qˆk,∀k ∈ K.
Proof: see [22].
• Result C-3: After convergence of the DACGEE algorithm,
we have that limi→∞ X˜
i
k =
[
XˆTk IR . . . IR
]T
,∀k ∈ K.
Proof: see [29].
• Result C-4: Let C and D denote the m×m matrix contain-
ing GEVCs and GEVLs of the matrix pair (A,B) ∈ Cm×m
, respectively, where A and B are full-rank matrices and
where GEVCs in C are scaled such that CHBC = Im.
With any invertible matrix J ∈ Cm×m, the GEVCs and
GEVLs of the matrix pair (JAJH ,JBJH) become J−HC
and D, respectively.
Proof: see [29].
• Result C-5: When at iteration i of the DACGEE algorithm,
a node-specific S × S column transformation is applied to
the compression matrices Fin of all nodes n ∈ K \ k, then
at node k in the next iteration, the first Mk rows of X˜
i+1
k ,
i.e., Xi+1k , and L˜
i+1
k remain unchanged.
Proof: see [29].
For all k ∈ K, the first step in the distributed MDMT
algorithm is always the computation of a GEVD of the matrix
pencil (Riy˜ky˜k ,R
i
n˜kn˜k
), as it is also done in the DACGEE
algorithm. Furthermore, it is known from Result C-5 that
an S × S column transformation on the compression matrix
Fik has no influence on the update of X˜
i
k. Furthermore,
comparing the compression matrices Fik of the distributed
MDMT algorithm in (61a)-(61c), it can be seen that these
are equal to the DACGEE compression matrices Fik up to the
S×S column transformations with Φ˜k at nodes k ∈ KMWF and
Θ˜ik at nodes k ∈ KLCMV. Based on Result C-5, it can then be
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TABLE IV
Gkn TRANSFORMATIONS AFTER CONVERGENCE OF THE MDMT ALGORITHM
node k task ∀n ∈ KMWF \ k ∀n ∈ KLCMV \ k ∀n ∈ KDOA \ k
k ∈ KMWF G∞kn = (Φ˜∞n )−1Ψˆk G∞kn = (Θ˜∞n )−1Ψˆk G∞kn = Ψˆk
k ∈ KLCMV G∞kn = (Φ˜∞n )−1Θˆk G∞kn = (Θ˜∞n )−1Θˆk G∞kn = Θˆk
k ∈ KDOA G∞kn = (Φ˜∞n )−1 G∞kn = (Θ˜∞n )−1 G∞kn = IMn
concluded that (assuming both algorithms are initialized with
the same values)
Xik = X
i
k, ∀i ∈ N (68)
L˜
i
k = L˜
i
k, ∀i ∈ N (69)
This relationship is indeed of great importance, since it is used
to link the correlation matrices of the DACGEE algorithm and
the distributed MDMT algorithm at node k as follows:
Riy˜ky˜k = J˜
i
k R
i
y˜ky˜k
J˜iHk (70)
Rin˜kn˜k = J˜
i
k R
i
n˜kn˜k
J˜iHk (71)
where the transformation matrix J˜ik is
J˜ik =

IMk 0 0
0 Bi<k 0
0 0 Bi>k
 (72)
with
Bi<k , Blkdiag(Bi1, . . . ,Bi(k−1)) (73)
Bi>k , Blkdiag(Bi(k+1), . . . ,BiK) (74)
where Blkdiag(.) creates a block-diagonal matrix with the
matrices in its argument on the block diagonal, and where
Bin is equal to (Φ˜
i
n)
H , (Θ˜in)
H , or IS , depending on whether
node n is an MWF, LCMV or DOA node, respectively. Now
Result C-4 can be used to link the GEVCs at node k such that
X˜ik = (J˜
i
k)
−HX˜
i
k ⇒ X˜ik = (J˜ik)−HX˜
i
k. (75)
From this and considering the fact that X˜ik = (Q˜
i
k)
−H and
X˜
i
k = (Q˜
i
k
)−H we can further write
Q˜ik = J˜
i
kQ˜
i
k
⇒ Q˜ik = J˜ikQ˜
i
k
(76)
from which it follows that Qik = Q
i
k
. With this, and from
Result C-2, we can then conclude that the first Mk rows of
Q˜ik converge, i.e.,
lim
i→∞
Qik = Qˆk, ∀k ∈ K (77)
Substituting (75) in local solutions (55), (59) and (43)
results in
W˜i+1k =

(
J˜ik
)−H
X˜
i
kΨ˜
i
k if k ∈ KMWF (78a)(
J˜ik
)−H
X˜
i
kΘ˜
i
k if k ∈ KLCMV (78b)(
J˜ik
)−H
X˜
i
k if k ∈ KDOA (78c)
of which it is known, based on Result C-1, that X˜
i
k,∀k ∈ K
converges. Thus, the next step is to verify that Ψ˜ik and Θ˜
i
k
at all nodes k ∈ KMWF and k ∈ KLCMV, respectively, also
converge.
• Convergence of Ψ˜ik at all nodes k ∈ KMWF: Based on the
definition of Ψ˜ik in (56), this convergence is obtained when
both L˜ik and Q
iH
k converge. Note that, from (69) and Result
C-1, it follows that limi→∞ L˜ik = Lˆ, ∀k ∈ K. With this, and
considering the convergence of Qik in (77), it is concluded
that
Ψ˜∞k , lim
i→∞
Ψ˜ik = Ψˆk, ∀k ∈ KMWF (79)
which indeed also results in convergence of Φ˜ik at all nodes
k ∈ KMWF, i.e., Φ˜∞k , Φˆk,∀k ∈ KMWF.
• Convergence of Θ˜ik at all nodes k ∈ KLCMV: Based on the
definition (60), this convergence is obtained when the first
S rows and S columns of Q˜iHk converge. Since S < Mk,
this readily follows from (77), and hence
Θ˜∞k , lim
i→∞
Θ˜ik = Θˆk, ∀k ∈ KLCMV. (80)
Now from Result C-3, after convergence of the DACGEE
algorithm we have that limi→∞ X˜
i
k =
[
XˆTk IR . . . IR
]T
,∀k ∈
K. Considering this and using (79), after convergence of the
DACGEE algorithm, the local estimator at each node k ∈
KMWF becomes (see (78a))
lim
i→∞
W˜ik =

Xˆk
(B∞1 )
−H
...
(B∞(k−1))
−H
(B∞(k+1))
−H
...
(B∞K )
−H

Ψˆk, ∀k ∈ KMWF. (81)
Now, comparing (81) with (47) implies that limi→∞Gikn =
(B∞n )
−HΨˆk,∀k ∈ KMWF,∀n ∈ K\k. Similarly, limi→∞Gikn
can be expressed in the other nodes k ∈ KLCMV and k ∈ KDOA,
leading to the results shown in Table IV. Plugging these results
in the parameterization (48) eventually gives
lim
i→∞
Wik =

XˆΨˆk ∀k ∈ KMWF (82a)
XˆΘˆk ∀k ∈ KLCMV (82b)
Xˆ ∀k ∈ KDOA (82c)
which verifies that after the convergence of all nodes, each
node obtains its corresponding optimal network-wide cen-
tralized estimate, i.e., when i → ∞, we have that Wik =
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Wˆk,∀k ∈ K and hence s˜ik = sˆk,∀k ∈ KMWF, and d˜ik =
dˆk,∀k ∈ KLCMV, and θ˜iks = θˆks ,∀k ∈ KDOA. This proves
Theorem I.

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